GOVERNMENT OF KERALA

Abstract

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION (SPECIAL A) DEPARTMENT
G.O.(Rt)No.5208/2018/GAD Dated, Thiruvananthapuram, 07/08/2018

Read 1. G.O (Rt) No.3843/2018/GAD dated, 12.06.2018.

ORDER

As per Government Order read as 1st paper above, Shri. Gokul G.R IAS, was granted Earned Leave for 52 days from 03.07.2018 to 23.08.2018 with permission to suffix holidays from 24.08.2018 to 28.08.2018, on personal grounds. The Officer was also permitted to visit Singapore & USA during the leave period.

2. Then as per Government Order read as 2nd paper above, the Officer was granted study leave from 29.08.2018 to 28.08.2020 for pursuing two years Masters in Public Affairs Program at the Princeton University in USA.
3. Now the Accountant General (A&E) has informed that, as per Leave Rules the holidays can not be suffixed, as mentioned in the Government Order 1st above, since Study Leave has been sanctioned to the officer from 29.08.2018 i.e, in continuation of the earned leave and therefore requested to modify the Government Order referred 1st paper above sanctioning earned leave upto 28.08.2018 by omitting the holidays suffixed.
4. In the above circumstances Sri. Gokul G.R IAS is sanctioned 57 days of earned leave from 03.07.2018 to 28.08.2018, subject to eligibility on personal purpose.
5. The Government Order read as 1st paper above stands modified to the above extent only.

(By order of the Governor)
RAJASASI .K
UNDER SECRETARY
To:


The District Collector, Idukki.
The Principal Accountant General (Audit) Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram.
The Accountant General (A & E) Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram

(With Leave Application for verification & return)
The General Administration (SC) Department.
The Information and Public Relations Department.
The Web & New Media Division, I&PRD
(for uploading in the website www.gadsplais.kerala.gov.in).
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The Special Secretary to Chief Secretary.
P.A to Additional Secretary, General Administration (Spl.A&C) Dept.
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